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SUMMARY 
An investigation was made to obtain information on the vertical 
force -deflection characteristics of a pair of 56-inch-diameter type I 
(smooth contour) aircraft tires under three conditions: static tests, 
drop tests without prerotation, and drop tests with prerotation lip to 
470 revolutions per minute. The experimental results together with a few 
simplified theoretical considerations indicated that a small but notice-
able difference between the tire vertical force -deflection characteristics 
exist~d for these three conditions and that there might be similar differ -
ences between these characteristics and those for realistic landing condi-
tions with finite horizontal velocity . Generally speaking , for increasing 
force, the tires are found to be least stiff for static tests, almost the 
same as for the static case for prerotation drop tests as long as the 
tires remain rotating, and appreciably stiffer for drop tests without 
prerotation . 
The effects of the following factors on the tire force-deflection 
characteristics are also discussed: nature of the tire air-compression 
process, tire hysteresis, tire centrifugal forces, and drag loads. 
INTRODOCTION 
During an actual airplane landing, the relationships between the 
vertical ground force acting on the airplane tires and the tire vertical 
deflections are influenced by the rapidly varying vertical, drag, side, 
and rotational forces and motions which are experienced by the tires. 
Since the tire vertical force -deflection characteristics are essential for 
any study of the variation and magnitude of aircraft landing loads, some 
knowledge of the effects of these various forces and motions on the verti-
cal force -deflection characteristics is desirable . The vertical force -
deflection tire data which are now generally available have been obtained 
primarily from static tests and drop tests on nonrotating tires. Inasmuch 
as tests of this nature do not necessarily realistically reproduce the 
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force and motion variations which a tire experi ences during actual 
landings, there is some quest ion as to the extent that the available 
data can be us ed to provide reliable predictions of tire vertical force -
deflection characteristics for reali st ic landing conditions . 
The present investigation was undertaken in order to obtain a better 
insight into the factors which influenc e the vertical force-deflection 
characterist ics of aircraft tires . Three types of tests were performed 
in the Langley drop- test machine with a dual l anding gear equipped with 
two 56 - inch-diameter type I tires . These tests included static and drop 
tests with the wheels not rotating and a few drop tests with wheel pre -
rotat i on up to 470 r evolutions per minute . The tire vertical force -
deflect ion characteri stics obtained from these tests a r e presented and 
analyzed in the present paper . The effects of the following factors on 
the tire forc e -deflection characteristics are also discussed : nature of 
the tire a ir - compress ion process, tire hysteresis, tire centr i fugal 
forc es , and drag loads . 
Although these data do not directly provide an answer to the question 
as to the nature of tire force -def l ection char acteristics under completely 
realistic landing conditions with a finite horizontal velocity, these data 
.' 
and the associated discussion do furnish background information which , 
should be useful in studies of tire characteristics for such realistic 
l anding conditions . 
b 
F H,g 
2h 
n 
p 
SYMBOL S 
gross footprint area, sq in . 
net (bearing) footprint area , sq in . 
over all tire - ground contac t width , in . 
average instantaneous horizontal ground drag force per tire, lb 
average instantaneous vertical ground force per tire, lb 
overall tire- ground contact l ength, in . 
polytropiC exponent 
tire inflation pressure (gage), lb/sq in . 
tire inflat ion pressure (absolute), lb/sq in . 
, 
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Pc 
r 
s 
t 
Vo 
w 
Wl 
W2 
"'3 
x2 I 
x3 
zl 
z2 
z2 I 
z3 
0 
oe 
cp 
ill 
Subscri pts : 
i 
max 
tire effective extra pres sure due to carcass st i ff ness , 
lb/sq in. 
tire radius, in . 
shock-strut displacement 
time 
vertica l ve locity a t ground contact, ft/sec 
maximum free tire width, in . 
weight of carriage and upper part of landing gear 
weight of lower part of landing gea r 
weight of ground platform 
displacement of lower part of landing gear perpendicular 
to shock- strut axis 
horizontal displacement of ground platform 
vertica l displacement of carriage 
vertical displacement of lower part of l anding gear 
displacement of lower part of l anding gear parallel to shock-
strut axis 
vertica l displacement of ground platform 
apparent vertica l tire deflection (vertica l displacement 
of wheel a xle subsequent to ground contact), in. 
eff ective vertica l tire deflection (difference between free 
tire radius and axle- to - ground distance), in. 
angle between shock -strut axis and vertical, deg 
wheel a ngula r velocity, rpm 
instantaneous value 
maximum 
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drop drop test condit i ons 
static static test condit i ons 
o at instant of ground contact; initial condition 
The use of dots over symbols indicates differentiation with r e spect 
to time . 
APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTATION, AND DATA REDUCTION 
The investigation was conducted in the Langley drop - t est machine . 
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of this machine and the t est landing 
gear with one of the dual wheels r emoved; it also shows the basic insta l-
l a tion and the loca tion of most of the instrumenta tion used for the pres-
ent investiga tion . This machine consists of a l a rge rigid framework in 
which a l anding gear and supporting carria ge can b e lifted vertica lly by 
a hydraulic ram and then dropped upon a smooth concrete pla tform. Desired 
wheel prerotation speeds were obta ined with a rotating drum driven by a 
variable - speed e l ectrica l motor and by supplementary a ir jets tra ined on , 
t he l anding- gear wheels . 
The t est machine is equipped with 2 three-component stra in-gage-type 
force -measuring dynamomet ers, one for measuring the forc es applied to the 
ground platform (~ in fig. 1) and one for measuring the f orc es applied 
to the carria ge (@ in fig . 1) . In order to correct for the eff ects of 
iner t i a forc es on thes e dynamometers, two a cc eleromet er s wer e ins t alled 
on each of t he t hree mov ing parts of the test setup. Acc e l er omet er s ~ 
a nd @ (fig . 1) measure vertical and horizonta l accelerations of t he 
ground pla t for m, r e spectively; acc el eromet ers ® and ®, the vertica l 
and horizonta l carria ge acc elerations, r espectively; and acc e l eromet er s ~ 
and oy, the acc e l er ations of the lower part of the l anding gear in direc-
t ions par a llel and perpendicula r to the shock-strut axis , r espectivel y . 
These acc el erometer s had a nomina l r a nge f r om -lOg to 109, approximat e l y 
0 .65 critical damping, and natura l fr equencies between 345 and 380 cycles 
per s econd . 
The aver age ins t a ntaneous gr ound vertical f orc e p er tire FV, g can 
be obta ined from the dynamomet er and acceler omet er r eadings by use of 
e ither of the f ollowing equation s : 
F V, g 
W3 .. 
1 F + 2g z3 2 V, a 
, 
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or 
wher e 
FV a , 
W3 
g 
z3 
FV b , 
Wl 
.. 
zl 
T] 
W2 
cp 
22 f 
.. 
f 
x2 
F V,g 
vertical force obtained from ground dynamometer 
weight of ground p l atfor m (approximately 29,000 lb ) 
gravitat i onal constant (32 . 2 ft / sec 2 ) 
vertical acceleration of gr ound platform 
vertical force obtained from car riage dynamometer 
weight of carr i age and upper part of landing gear 
(approx imate l y 24 }900 l b) 
vertical acceleration of carr i age 
fraction of carriage and upper part of landing gear below 
carriage dynamometer (approximately 0 . 20) 
(2) 
weight of lower part of landing gear (approximately 2}lOO lb) 
angle between shock strut axis and vertical} deg 
acceleration of lower part of landing gear parallel to shock-
strut axis 
acceleration of lower part of landing gear perpendicular to 
shock- strut axis 
A comparison of time histories of vertical ground force obtained by 
these two methods (eqs . (1) and (2)) is shown in figure 2 for a typical 
drop- test run. Good agreement between the two methods is seen to exist . 
Except the data of figure 2) all vertical ground-force data presented 
in this paper were obtained from equation (1) inasmuch as use of this 
equation i s believed to give more accurate results . Also it might be 
noted that the term :~ z3 i n equation (1) is very small (usually less 
than 1}000 pounds) and is often negligible throughout most of the time 
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history of each drop . Consequently , the accuracy of the ground forc e 
determined by equat ion (1) i s , to a l ar ge extent, dependent only on the 
acc uracy of the gr ound platfor m dynamomet er . 
In a simi lar manner , the aver age insta ntaneous drag forc e per tire 
act ing on the tire s from the ground FH , g was obta ined from the drag 
component of the ground dynamometer FH a and the platform horizonta l , 
acceleration x3 through use of the equation 
F H,g 
The average tire deflection for the pair of tires 5 was measured 
wit h the r ack- and- gear device shown as CD in figure 1. One part of this 
devi ce cons i sts of a long rack which is pinned to an L-bar a ttached to 
the ground platform in such a way tha t the r a ck is free to rotat e in the 
plane of symmetry of the l anding gear about the pin . This rack engages 
a gear a ttached nea r the axl e of the test wheel. The gear, in turn, 
drives a c ircular slide-wire potentiometer device the output of which i s 
• 
linearly dependent on gear rotation . I f the landing- gear shock strut is , 
mount ed vertically, the rack remains vertical during the t est ; thus, the 
device gives a direct indication of tire deflection . If the shock strut 
is inclined, becaus e of the t e lescoping and bending of the shock strut, 
some tilting of the r ack r esults and a small cosine - type error is produc ed . 
For the present tests, this tilting was l ess than 50 and the r esultant 
error was ins i gnificant . 
As a check on the accuracy of the tire - defl ection devic e , tire 
deflect i on coul d a l so be obtained from the relation 
5 = 6z1 + 6s cos cp (4 ) 
where 6Z1 is the change in carria ge vertica l displacement after ground 
contac t and 6s i s the corresponding shock-strut stroke (strut expan-
sion being considered as a positive stroke ). Carriage displacement was 
measured by a chain- and- sprocket -driven circula r slide -wir e potentiom-
eter device ( GD in fig . 1) and strut stroke was measured by a linear 
slide -wire potentiometer devic e ( Q9 in fig . 1) . Tire deflections for 
a typica l drop obta ined by direct measurement with the r ack-and-gear 
device and by equation (4) ar e compar ed in figure 3. Fairly good agreement 
i s seen to exist ; the small d i sagreement which does ex i st is probably 
d~e to structura l deflections of the l anding gear and support ing carriage c 
which a r e not t aken into a ccount in equation (4) . Except for the da t a of 
, 
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figure 3 , all tire -deflection data presented herein were obtained from 
the rack-and-gear devic e . 
7 
Carriage vertical velocity and s trut telescoping veloc i ty wer e 
obtained from voltage-genera tor devices which were attached to the cor-
responding displa cement-measuring devic es . 
Wheel angular velocities were obtained from voltage-generator devices 
attached to each of the test wheels. Wheel angular d isplacements wer e 
obtained from commutator-type revolution-counter devic es mounted on the 
wheels and activated at each 120 increment of wheel rotation. 
Time histories of tire pressure for the slow- speed (static) tests 
wer e obta ined from two diaphra gm pressure gages having a r ange of 0 to 
250 pounds per square inch . As a check on the symmetry of the loads on 
the two tires, str a in gages wer e insta lled on the wheel axl e near each 
of the two wheels. All measured variables were recorded on a 56-channel 
oscillograph equipped with O.Ol-second timing lines a nd utilizing gal-
vanometer s with various natura l frequenci es and 0. 65 critical damping. 
All data from the dynamometers, acc e l erometers, and velocity-measuring 
devices were r ecorded by galvanometers which had natural frequencies of 
900 cyc l es per second ; data from tire and carriage- d isplacement deVic es , 
by galvanometers which had natura l frequencies of 500 cycles per second ; 
and dat a from the strut displacement device , by a ga lvanomet er which had 
a natura l fr equency of 300 cycles p er s econd. A typica l test r ecord 
obtained from a drop with wheel prerotat i on i s shown in figure 4 . 
TEST SPECIMENS 
The landing gear used in this investigation was a dual uncoupled-
wheel main- landing- gear shock strut and wheel assembly from an obso-
l ete four - engine bomber which had a gross weight of approximately 
130 ,000 pounds . The test tires wer e t wo unus ed 56-inch- diamet er type I 
(smooth contour) 16-ply nylon - cord t ires with a nonskid tread pattern. 
A photograph of one of these tires showing the tread i s given as figure 5 . 
The r adii a nd maximum free widths of these tires for the t est inflation 
pres s~re s of the pr esent investigati on are given in table I. In order 
to dist inguish between these two tir es , one tire i s referred to as tir e A 
and the other , as tire B. 
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TE8T PROCEDURE AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Static Tests 
A series of 19 runs was made to est ablish the vertica l force -
deflection characteristic s of the t est tires for conditions similar to 
those under which most of the genera lly available static tire charac -
teristics have been obtained. These tests wer e made with a vertical 
l anding- gear shock strut (~ = 00 ) for var ious vertical loadings and for 
initial inflation pressures Po of 60 , 80, and 100 pounds per squar e 
inch . The maximum aver age vertica l tire deflection 0max and maximum 
vertical ground forc e per whee l FV for each run are listed in 
,g,max 
table II . These runs r equired a time of several minutes per run and for 
thi s r eason these t est s were not , strictly speaking, static tests . How-
ever, since the time per run f or these tests was much greater than that 
for the subsequently discussed drop t ests (minutes as compar ed with tenths 
of a second), the former t ests ar e l oosely referred to herein as static 
tests . The ground surface for these static tests only consisted of a 
wooden platform ins t alled on top of the r egula r concret e ground platform. 
Before each run, with the shock strut partially collapsed, the tires 
were jacked just fr ee of the ground platform and rotated to r emove any 
set or flat spot on the tires which might have been l eft from the previ ous 
run . Then the jack wa s removed and, with the carr i age locked in place, 
vertical force was applied to the tires by inflating the l anding-gear 
shock strut by means of a hydraulic pump until the desired maximum tire 
l oading was obta ined. The strut was then s l owly defla ted. The total 
time required for the major part of each run was held to appr oximatel y 
4 minutes for a ll but a few specia l runs . 8ampl e time histories of the 
vertical f orce obtained a r e $hown in figure 6 . It mi ght be noted that 
the shape of the loading curve could not be accurat ely controlled wi th 
the e quipment avail able. Usually, for small vertica l forces this equip-
ment t ended to give a flat-top forc e - time curve (for exampl e, see run 158 
in fig. 6) and for large vertica l loading a pointed-top curve (for example , 
see run 198 in fig. 6) . 
The experimenta l results obtained from these static t est s are pre -
sented in the form of plots of vertical ground forc e FV,g against tire 
deflection 0 (figs. 7 and 8) and of tire pressure p against tire 
deflection 0 (fig. 9) . 
8everal special runs (runs 58 , 68, and 78 in table II) were made to 
explore the effect of changing the shape of the time history of the ground 
for ce on the forc e -defl ection curves . The time histories of vertical 
ground force and the tire forc e - deflection curves obtained from these 
spec i a l runs are pr esented in figures 10 and 11, respectively, together 
with data for a corresponding normal run (run 48) . 
'\ 
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In addition, some measurements were made of the variation of ground-
contact-area properties with tire deflection for one of the test tires . 
These data, which are presented in table III, cover the following prop-
erties of the ground- contact area : footprint length 2h, footprint 
width b, gross area Ag (area inc luding the spaces between the tire 
treads), and net or actual bearing area An (area exclusive of spaces 
between treads). 
Drop Tests Without Prerotation 
A series of 18 drop tests was made without wheel prerotation and 
with a vertical strut (~ = 00 ) under almost free-fall conditions (initial 
acceleration of approximately 0 . 9g) . The dropping heights varied from 
o to 3 feet and corresponded to ground- contact velocities from 0 to 
12 feet per second. The ini t i al inflation pressures were 60, 80, and 
100 pounds per square inch. (It should be noted that even for an initial 
velocity of 0 feet per second the loading rate for the drop tests was much 
more rap i d than for the static tests . ) The tire vertical velocity at 
ground contact vo , maximum t i re deflection 0max' and maximum vertical 
ground force F for each run are listed in table II. Sample time V,g,max 
histories of vertical ground force are shown in figures 2, 12, and 13 and 
the resulting tire vertical force -deflection curves are shown in fig-
ures 8, 13, and 14. 
Drop Tests With Prerotation 
Eight drop tests with various amounts of wheel prerotation were made 
with the landing- gear strut at an inclined position of 150 (~ = 150 ) at 
an initial inflation pressure of 80 pounds per square inch and a contact 
vertical velocity of approximately 8 .8 feet per second. The wheel angular 
ve l ocity at ground contact ilia, maximum tire deflection 0max' maximum 
vertical ground force FV g max' and maximum drag force FH g max for , , , , 
these runs are listed in table IV. The sample test record shown in fig -
ure 4 was obtained from one of these runs. Sample time histories of tire 
deflection and vertical and drag ground forces are shown in figure 15 for 
two similar drops, one with prerotation and one without prerotation. The 
tire vertical force -deflection curves obtained are presented in figure 16. 
It might be noted that the coefficients of friction between tires 
and ground for these prerotation tests were smaller than might normally 
be expected inasmuch as the concrete ground platform was contaminated by 
oil leakage from the shock- strut installation . This point is of some 
import ance, since it means that the effects of drag load on the vertical 
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force -deflection characteristics for t he present data obtai ned on oil-
contaminated concrete may be slight~ different from these effects for 
data that would be obtained on completely dry concrete. 
The prerotation drop tests also furnished some data on the growth 
of the tire radius due to centrifugal forces since the difference in the 
readings of the tire -deflection device (fig . 1) at the instant of ground 
contact for runs with a nd without pr erotation is a direct measure of the 
change in the radius . The data obtained by this procedure for the runs 
in table IV and some additional unpublished data for these same tires 
a re plotted in f igure 17 . 
Wheel Symmetry For All Test ing 
In all the prec eding tests, the orientations of the two test wheels 
were made as symmetric as possible. However, as a result of a slight 
misalinement of the wheel axl e with the ground platform surface and slight 
differences in the r adii of the two test tires, the two tires did not hit 
the ground at exactly the same time during testing and, consequently, 
there was usually a small difference between the vertical loads for the 
two tires . In order to obtain some idea of the size of this difference, 
the r eadings of the strain gages insta lled on the wheel axle n~ar each 
of the two wheels were examined . From the data obtained from these gages 
and from v i sual observations, it appeared that the overall difference in 
vertical load for the t wo tires was usually equivalent to a difference of 
somewhat less than 0 . 1 inch for the two tire deflections . For some runs 
tire A had more load than tire B whereas for other runs this situation 
was reversed . 
DISCUSSION 
Static Tests 
Tire vertical forc e - defl ection characteristics. - Most of the static 
force - deflection curves shown in this paper are used as a standard for 
comparison with the dynamic t est curves and, for the most part, they 
contain no special points of interest in themselves. The only static 
curves wh i ch might be of some slight interest in themselves are those 
in figure 11. (See a l so fig. 10.) Figure 11 shows that the size and 
shape of the hysteresis loop depends to some extent on the shape of the 
loading time -history curve and a lso indicates the nature of the force -
deflection variation following a reversal of the direction of loading 
subsequent to the occurrence of a minimum force position in the force 
time history . 
• 
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Pressure change . - The variation of tire inflation pressure p with 
vertical tire deflection 5 from the static tests (fig. 9) appears to 
agree substantially with the following relation originally proposed by 
Michael in refer ence 1: 
p _ (5)2 Po + KPO w 
where Po is the initial gage pressure, Po is the initial absolute 
pressure, w is the tire maximum free width, and K is a co~stant which 
the experimental data of figure 9 indicates to be approximately equal 
to 0.66 for tire A and 0 .61 for tire B. (See solid and dashed lines 
in fig . 9. ) It might be of interest to note that, by analyzing the 
experimental data of refer ence 2 for two other type I tires having diam-
eters of 27 inches and 44 inches, a value of K of 0.66 was found for 
both tires. It might also be noted that, a lthough there appears to be 
a slight hysteresis effect in the experimental data of figure 9, it is 
hard to say whether this is entirely an actual tire effect or whether 
it is in part due to hysteresis effects in the tire pressure gages. In 
any event, this particular hysteresis effect is probably of no great 
practical importance . 
Tire Vertical Force -Deflection Characteristics 
For Drop Tests Without Prerotation 
The tire vertical force - deflection curves shown in figure 14 for 
the case of vertical drops without wheel prerotation ar e seen to give, 
for each initial inflation pressure, the same variation of force with 
deflection for increasing force, regardless of the initial vertical 
velocity, for a range of initial velocity from 0 to 11.9 feet per second . 
In view of this observation, which is also supported by the data of 
reference 3 for a 27-inch-diameter type I tire for initial velocities 
between 5.8 and 11 . 6 feet per second, it appears reasonable to conclude 
that, in general, for drop tests without prerotation and for increasing 
force, the variation of vertical force with tire deflection is substan-
tially independent of initial vertical velocity. 
Some idea of the nature of the vertical force -deflection variation 
following a reversal of the direction of loading (other than that at the 
first peak load) is shown in figure 13 for two drops where such a r eversal 
occurs . It may be noted that, after this force reversal and for subse -
quent increasing force, the curves do not immediately return to the 
increas ing- force curves for the initial parts of the time histories . 
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Drop Tests With Prerotation 
Tire vertical forc e -defl ection characteristics.- The variations of 
tire vertica l ground forc e with tire deflection obtained from the vertical 
drops with wheel prerotat ion (fig . 16) contain the following intere.sting 
features : 
For zero prerotation, the tire stiffness (defined here a s FV,g/O) is 
seen to be a maximum and for the most part the stiffness tends to decrease 
~ith increasing prerotation speed . For tha t part of the prerotation drops 
where the wheels are still spinning (see parts of test curves to the l eft 
of the respective symbols), all the curves appear to be approximately the 
same curve and this lnean curve i s seen to lie somewhere inside the hyster-
esis loop for the vertical drops without prerotation . Since the t est data 
cover a considerable range of angular velocity (up to 470 r evolutions per 
minute), it appears r easonable to conclude that, for a given inflation 
pressure , the variation of vertica l ground force with tire defl€ction 
for a rotating tire has a definite form which i s l a r gely indep endent of 
the magnitude of the particular angular velocity involved and that the 
stiffness of the tire f or this ro tating condition is l ess than that for 
the ca s e of a vertica l drop without wheel prerotation . 
Subs equent to the stopping of the wheel s (s ee parts of curves to 
the right of the r espective te st symbols in f ig . 16), the forc e - defl ection 
curves a r e s een to break away from the mean curve for a rota ting tire and 
then, a s would be expected, ris e up to approach the solid- line curve for 
a vertica l drop without prerotation . 
Tire - r adius change.- From the experimenta l data in figure 17, it 
appears that the tire - r adius change due to wheel angular velocity is 
roughly proportiona l to the squar e of the wheel angular velocity (see 
solid- l i ne curve in fig . 17), the r adius change being approximat ely 
0 . 2 inch at 500 revolutions per minute (corre sponding to approximat el y 
84 miles per hour) . This type of velocity- squared variation was previ -
ously demonstrated by Davidson and Hadekel (ref . 4) and has a l so been 
confirmed by some unpublished NACA da t a for s ever a l other tires . 
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL 
FORCE-DEFLECTION VARIATIONS 
The forc e -deflection curves for s t atic t ests, for drop t est s without 
prerotation, and for the early stages of the prerotation drop t est s 
(befor e wheel s topping) are compared with each other in figures 8 and 18. 
It may be seen from thes e figures that, on t he aver age , for increas ing 
• 
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force the tire stiffness F /'5 for drop tests without whee l prerota-V,g 
tion i s appreciably greater than that for the static tests and that the 
stiffness for the rotating- tire case is a lmost the same as that for the 
static case . The following simplified theoretica l considerations are 
presented to attempt to clari fy some of the basic differences between 
tire vertical force -deflection characteristics for different types of 
landing conditions. 
Effects of Centrifuga l Forc es 
For the first consideration, i t is assumed that the only important 
factors influencing tire vertical force -deflection characteristics are 
the tire elastic stiffness and the centrifugal growth of the tire radius 
due to wheel rotation; tire hysteresis effects, drag load effects, and 
other inertia effects are neglected. 
I t is important to distinguish between two types of tire deflection 
which will be referred to as apparent tire deflection ° and effective 
tire deflection 5e . The apparent tire deflection ° is defined as the 
change in wheel - axle height subsequent to ground contact (5 = z2 - z2,o) 
and the effective tire deflection 0e is defined as the difference 
between the instantaneous free tire radius and the wheel aXle - to-ground 
distance . Because of the change in wheel angular velocity during a 
landing involving wheel rotation, these two definitions are not identical 
or, more specifically, the two types of tire deflection are related by 
the equation 
(6 ) 
where r is the instantaneous free tire radius (which depends on the 
angular velocity m) and ri is the instantaneous free radius at the 
instant of ground contact. It should be noted that the effective tire 
deflection is a direct measure of tire distortion whereas the actual 
tire deflection is not . On the other hand, in order to make time-history 
solutions of the e quations of motion for a landing gear, it is necessary 
to deal with the absolute positions of the wheels in space, which are 
repres ented by the apparent tire deflection and not by the effective 
tire deflection. 
Within the scope of the preceding conSiderations, the tire vertica l 
ground forc e FV,g will depend only on the centrifugal forces (propor -
tional to the square of the angular velocity ~) and on the effective 
tire deflection in the manner 
where f(~,Oe) is an increasing function of 0e ' 
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By expansion of this equation into a Taylor series with respect to 
the static condition f(O,o) and by dropping all terms except first -
order terms, this equation t a kes the form 
where 6r is the change in tire r adius s ubsequent to ground contact 
(6r = r - ri) . The first term on the right-hand s ide of e quation (7) 
repr esents the tire st at ic stiffness ; the s econd term, the change in 
stiffness due to centrifuga l forc es ; and the third term) an apparent 
change in tire stiffness which is seen to ar i se from the distinct i on 
between effective and apparent tire deflections . The i mportance and 
variation of the second term is unknown . The s ignificance of the other 
two t erms can be examined with the a id of the following sketch for three 
d iffer ent types of l anding conditions . The abscissa of this plot is the 
appar ent tire deflect ion and the ordinat e i s the sum of the f irst and 
third terms on the right- ha nd side of equation (7) . 
+ 
Vertica l drop without prerotation 
Vertica l drop with prerotation 
Landing without prerotation 
Appar ent deflection) 5 
For a vertica l drop without prerotat ion) the solid line applies . For a 
\-crtica l drop with prerotation (dashed line) ) until the wheel angular 
• 
. I 
• 
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velocity begins to decrease appreciably , the vertical forc e - defl ection 
curve will be the same as for the drop without prerotation ; as the wheel 
angula r ve locity decreases to zero, however , the r adius change eventua lly 
becomes equal to a cons t ant negative amount and the forc e - defl ection curve 
will consequently become par a llel to and below the corresponding curve for 
a drop without prerotat ion. (See e q . (7) . ) In contrast, for the ca se of 
a l anding with horizontal velocity and no prerotation, the tire r adius 
grows after ground contact during wheel spin-up (6r > 0) and the forc e -
deflection variation will consequently be simila r to that given by the 
dash- dot curve in the sketch . 
In order to give some idea of the order of ma gnitude of this effect, 
it may be obs erved from figure 17 that for an angular veloc i ty of 
500 revolutions per minute (corresponding to approximat ely 84 miles per 
hour) the radius change is about 0.2 inch; henc e, for these conditions , 
the right-hand sect ions of the upper and lower curves in the preceding 
sketch would be horizontally displaced by a distance of 0.4 inch . 
Hysteresis Effects 
Hysteres is effects ar e probably r espons ible for much of the differ -
enc~ between dynamic force-deflection char act eristics for rotating and non-
rotating tires. This observation ca n be easil y support ed by cons idering 
the case of a wheel the peripheral v elocity of which is so much l arger 
than the vertical velocity that the rotat iona l motion completely predom-
inates over the vertical motion. For this case which approa ches the 
pure rolling condition, no hysteresis loop exists. (See, for example , 
the experimental evidence of ref. 5.) It then seems reasonable to con-
clude that the force -deflection curve for a r apidly rotating t i re during 
a drop or a l anding is some weighted mean of the increasing- force and 
decreasing-forc e branches of . the force -deflection curves for a drop test 
without prerotation; for less rapid rotation some intermediate condition 
will exist. This latter conclusion is seen to be supported by the exper -
imental data of figure 16. Moreover, as was previously noted, the parts 
of the curves in figure 16 which correspond to the rotating-tire condi -
tions appear to be independent of rotational speed for the range of speeds 
shown (40 to 470 revolutions per minute); hence, a ll. the rotating- tire 
data in figure 16 can probably be considered to correspond t o the limiting 
condition where the rotational motion of the tires predominates over their 
vertical motion and where no hysteresis loop exists. 
Drag Load Effects 
Another factor which may influence the vertical forc e -deflection 
relation is the drag force which appears during prerotation drop tests 
and in actual l andings. It is known from static tests that, if a drag 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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load is applied to a tire with a given vertical loading, it tends to 
sink (ref. 2) or, if this effect is interpreted in terms of tire stiff-
ness, it can be said that a tire becomes l ess stiff in the vertical 
direction under the ac tion of drag loads . Although no quantitative 
estimate can be made of the size of this effect for the present tests, 
it might be noted that static tests for a different type and stiffer 
tire of the same size gave a change of vertical deflection due to drag 
of about 0 . 1 i nch . (See ref . 2 . ) 
Pressure-Rise Effects 
In order to explain the d i fference between force -deflection curves 
for static and drop tests without wheel rotation, Michael (ref . 1), 
Rotta (ref . 6), and Hadekel (ref . 4) have used arguments similar to the 
following : 
First consider the pressure change in a tire due to tire deflection. 
It is assumed that the change of air volume in a tire depends only on 
tire deflection 5 or 
where 
V air volume 
Vo 
V 
i nitial air volume 
function of 5 which approaches zero as 5 -10 
Then, from the gas law for a polytropic process, 
? = (Vo\n 
Po VI 
where 
p absolute inflation pressure 
initial absolute inflation pressure 
n polytropic exponent 
(8 ) 
I 
j 
I 
J 
• 
l . 
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Thus, from the substitution of equation (8) into equation (9), 
(10) 
Expansion of the right-hand side of equation (10) into a power series and 
omission of high-order terms yields 
1 + nfl (5) 
or, in terms of gage pressure, the pressure change 6p is 
6p = P (11) 
For a static test, where the process is essentially isothermal, n = 1 
a nd. equat ion (11) gives for the pressure change due to tire deflection 
(12 ) 
For drop tests the pressure change is probably neither isothermal nor 
ad i abatic but corre sponds to some intermediate condition (1.0 < n < 1.4) 
ac cording to the r e l a tion 6Pdrop nPof l (5) (from eq . (11)). Combina-
tion of this r e l ation with equation (12) gives 
(13 ) 
Next consider the ground forc e FV,g. The ground force is equal to 
the product of gross ground contact area Ag and the sum of the infla -
tion pressure p and a small correction factor Pc which t akes into 
account the tire carcass stiffness in t erms of an eff ective extr a pres -
sure . (See r ef. 4 or r ef . 6. ) 
FV,g (p + Pc )Ag (14) 
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From equat i ons (11), (13), and (14) and the assumption that ar ea 
is a f unction of tire deflect i on a lone, the vertica l ground force for 
drop tests can be expressed in terms of the corresponding va lue for 
s t a tic tests as 
F V,g, drop 
FV,g,static 
Po + n 6Pstatic + Pc 
Po + 6Pstatic + Pc 
(15) 
The ca lculated variation of FV , g,drop from the experimenta l s t at ic 
data of figures 7 and 9 according to equat i on (15 ) ar e compa r ed with t he 
corresponding experimental variations in figure 18 for initial pressures 
of 60 and 100 pounds per squar e inch . (A va lue of Pc = 8 pounds per 
squar e inch was used in these calculations and is based on an extensive 
unpublished study of tire static properties . ) For these conditions, the 
actual value of the polytropic constant n is not known . However, it 
is appar ent from equation (15 ) that the maximum eff ect of pressure rise 
for drop t ests will occur if the proc ess is adi abatic . The calcul ated 
curves of f i gure 18 wer e computed on this basis (n = 1 . 4 ) . Notwith-
standing, it can be no ted in figure 18 that the d ifferenc es between the 
static - test data and the correspond ing calculated drop - t est dat a ar e 
smail . It may also be noted from the comparisons in figure 18 that the 
ca l cul at ed forces ar e usually smaller than the corresponding experimenta l 
forces ; consequently, it appears that the d ifferenc e between s t atic and 
drop - t est dat a is due not only t o d i fference in the a ir - compress ion 
pr ocess for the two ca ses but a l so to other causes . 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has present ed and compar ed experimenta l ver tical force-
deflection char acteristic s for a pa ir of S6 - inch-diameter tires under 
s t atic conditions and drop - tes t conditions with and without prerot ation. 
These data indicate the following conclusions which appear to be valid 
at l eas t for the range of conditions t ested . 
1 . For drop t ests without prerotation, the tire vertic al force -
deflect i on char acteristics for increasing force appear to be substantially 
independent of initia l vertical ve l ocity . 
2 . For drop t ests with prerotation up to 470 revolutions per minute, 
the t ire vertica l force - deflection char acteristics appear t o be l argel y 
independent of the magni tude of wheel angul ar velocity as long as the 
wheel s r emain rot ating . 
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3 . Ther e is a small but noticeabl e differ ence between the tire 
vertica l forc e - deflection char acter i stic s for the different test condi-
tions . Gener a lly speaking , for increasing forc e , the tires are found 
to be least stiff for static tests , a lmost the same as for the sta tic case 
for prerotation drops as long as the tir es r emain rotating , and appr eciably 
stiffer for drop t est s without prerotation . 
Langley Aeronautica l Laboratory , 
Nationa l Advisory Committee for Aer onautics, 
Langley Field, Va . , October 10, 1956 . 
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TABLE I. - TIRE RAD IUS AND WIDTH 
[At equilibrium condition~ 
Pressure , Po, Rad ius, Maximum width, 
lb/sq in . in. in . 
60 28 .2 19.8 
Tire A 80 28 .3 19 .8 
100 28 .4 19 . 9 
60 28 .3 19.8 
Tire B 80 28 .4 19.8 
100 28 .5 19. 9 
I ' 
l . 
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TABLE II. - TEST CONDITIONS FOR STATI C RUNS AND 
DROP TESTS WITHOUT PREROTATION 
[q> = O~ 
Rilll Po, °max, vo ' Fv,g,max' 
(a) lb/sq in. in . ft / sec lb 
lS 60 5 . 6 ---- 30,000 
2S 60 6 . 2 ---- 33,000 
3S 60 7·0 ---- 39,000 
4s 60 7 . 6 ---- 44,000 b 5S 60 7·7 ---- 44,000 
b6s 60 7.6 ---- 44,000 
b7S 60 7·7 ---- 44,000 
8s 60 8 . 2 ---- 47,000 
9S 60 8 . 7 ---- 51,000 
lOS 80 5 . 1 ---- 34,000 
11S 80 6 . 6 ---- 45,000 
12S 80 7 · 2 ---- 50,000 
13S 80 7 . 5 ---- 53, 000 
14s 80 8 . 6 ---- 63, 000 
15S 100 4 . 6 ---- 36,000 
16s 100 5 . 3 ---- 44 ,000 
17S 100 5. 9 ---- 50,000 
18s 100 7 · 5 ---- 65,000 
19S 100 8 . 6 ---- 77,000 
lD 60 4 . 9 0 · 7 27,000 
2D 60 6 .0 3 . 5 34,000 
3D 60 6 .7 4 . 9 40,000 
4D 60 7 ·3 5 .8 45 ,000 
5D 60 7 .8 7 · 0 50,000 
6D 60 8 . 1 7 . 6 52,000 
7D 80 3 .8 0 . 0 27 ,000 
8D 80 5 . 5 4 . 2 39,000 
9D 80 6 . 2 5 . 5 45 ,000 
10D 80 6 .8 6 .8 50,000 
llD 80 7 · 2 7 . 4 55 , 000 
12D 80 8 . 2 9. 9 64,000 
13D 100 3 . 3 0 . 0 26,000 
14D 100 4 .5 4 . 0 38,000 
15D 100 6 .0 6 .3 52,000 
16D 100 6 . 2 7 · 0 55,000 
17D 100 7 ·3 9 .8 67,000 
18D 100 8 .4 11.9 78,000 
as indicates static tests ; D indicates drop tests without prerotation . 
bSpecial rilllS made to explore the effect of changing the shape of the time 
history of the groillld force on the f orc ' ··defl ection curves . 
21 
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TABLE 111.- FOOTPRINT DATA FOR TIRE B 
PO' P, FV,g, 0, Ag , An' b , 
lb/sq in . lb/ sq in . lb in . sq in . sq in. in . 
61 (a ) 7,200 1. 79 141. 6 84 .8 10 . 3 
60 62 13, 200 2 · 73 198 .0 119.3 11. 6 
62 64 19, 200 3 . 67 286 . 6 169 . 5 14 . 0 
61 (a ) 25, 500 4 . 67 366 . 0 226 .3 15 ·7 
60 (a ) 30, 300 5 .39 428 . 7 253 . 5 16 . 6 
60 (a ) 39, 500 6 . 70 549 .0 323 .6 19 .. 4 
aValue not measured . 
TABLE IV. - TEST CONDITIONS FOR DROP TESTS WITH PREROTATION 
[~ = 150 ; Po = 80 lb/sq i n.; Vo ~ 8 .8 ft/se~ 
Run au, °max, FV,g, max' FH g max' , , 
rpm in. lb lb 
lP 0 8 .1 63,000 ------
2P 40 8 . 2 63 ,000 5 ,000 
3P 180 8 . 2 62 ,000 13 ,000 
4p 240 8 .1 62 ,000 14,000 
5P 0 8 .0 63 , 000 ------
6p 380 8 . 2 58 ,000 16,000 
7P 0 8 .0 62 ,000 ------
8p 470 8 .1 57,000 16,000 
- --- ~~.--
2h , 
in . 
17 · 0 
20 . 0 
24 .1 
27 · 5 
29 .1 
32 .6 
___ J 
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0 Platform dynamometer 
® Carriage dynamometer 
® Platform vertica l accelerometer 
@ Platform horizontal accelerometer 
® G) Carriage vertical acceler ometer 
CD Carriage horiz ental accelerome ter 
® 'Nheel axial accelerometer 
® Wheel normal accelerometer 
CD Tire -deflection measuril1£ device 
CD Carriage displacement and velocity device 
® Strut -di splacement and veloci ty device 
0) Hydraulic ram 
@ Landing -gear attachment fitting 
Fi gure 1 .- Schematic drawing of Langley drop - test machine . 
r 
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.0 
From ground dynamometer (eq . (1)) 
o From carriage dynamometer "C eq . (2)) 
r< 4 
"; 
.... 
OJ" 
u 
" 0 2 
.... 
o 
Time, t, sec 
Figure 2 .- Typical comparison of experi mental drop - test time histories 
of vertical ground force obtained by two different methods . Run 15D : 
c 
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c" 
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OJ 
r< 
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(l) 
q 
Po = 100 lb/ s q in .; Vo = 6.3 f t / sec . 
8 
o 
6 
L 
2 
o .0L 
Fr om rack-and- gear device 
Fr om carriage and s hock-strut displacement (eq . (L)) 
0 
.08 . 12 .16 
Time , t, sec 
. 20 .2L . 28 
Fi gure 3. - Typical comparison of experimental drop - test time hi stories 
of vertica l tire defl ection obtai ned by two different methods . 
Run 15D : Po = 100 lb/sq i n . ; Vo = 6 .3 ft/sec . 
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Figure 4 . - Sampl e test record f or dr op test with prerotation . Run 4p : ~ 
Vo ~ S.S f t/sec; ~ = 240 rpm . 
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L-93907.1 
Figure 5.- Photograph showing tread detail f or the test tires . 
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Figure 6.- Time histories of vertical ground force for typical static 
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Figure 16 .- Variation of vertical ground force with vertical tire deflection obtained from drop 
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